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Abstract

About the Speaker

Heterogenei es in the mass, charge, and spin
distribu ons exist in all ma er and give rise to its
dis nct sta c and dynamic proper es. Ul mately
it is important to resolve these heterogenei es by
measuring excita ons at atomic dimensions. The
atomic scale spa al resolu on has been achieved
with inelas c electron tunneling spectroscopy and
microscopy with a low temperature scanning
tunneling microscope (STM). Furthermore, by
coupling the STM to a femtosecond laser, it has
become possible to probe ma er with
simultaneous spa al and temporal resolu ons.
This talk illustrates experiments in space and me
to reveal two‐state excita ons and coherent
superposi on in single molecules. The vibra on,
spin, and charge in molecules serve as quantum
sensors and carriers of quantum informa on. The
fundamental interac ons obtained from probing
molecules in space and
me should also be
applicable to the
understanding of
interac ons in other
condensed ma er
systems.
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